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Public Utilities Commission of Ohio p •: f p^ n 
i8o E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: / y ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am vvTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want .natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a \iolation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts., such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrit>^ is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily ihcreasing propert}^ values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>' 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service pro\ider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majoritj^ of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name 

Citv' of Residence 

CC: The German Village Soci^t>'' 



Public Utilities Corrimission of Ohio 
iSoE.Br&^iStteet. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: ^ ^ / ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We dp not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a \aolation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied metiGulotisly for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary-
facades poses a threat to the ver>̂  essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service proxider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority^ of 
relocations thus far being in \dolation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \dolation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, ihcluding the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of '• 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name ^gyzsr ^ = ^ ^ ^ T t ^ 

Cit>̂  of Residence -M^t^^fer^' 

CC: The Gei-rhah Village'Soci6t>' 



Public Utilities Cohirriission of Ohio 
180E. BrOad/Strfeet. 
Colurnbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: '^-"/ ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am WTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas mejiers removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a \iolation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have beeri applied meticuloXisly-for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service pro\ider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in \iolation of the ver>' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code x'iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safet>' data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to.2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and'Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been,relocated aspart of " 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harrri is done to the 
^'aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature: 

Printed Name ^ g ^ " ^ - ^'^^4krmiJ 

Cit\' of Residence t c i . Q^ 

CC: The Getihah Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
i8oE.Broa:d?Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: A ' / t ? 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

1 am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there isa direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>^ 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver>̂  same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different Sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is toda}'. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature, 

Printed Name nKW /C:>U:XK^ \( cVve 

Citv' of Residence :>^0 \ ( ^_ 

CC: The Gerihah Villagfe Society' 



Public Utilities Coinnlission of Ohio 
18(3 E.^TSai^^treet. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: "7/ l ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

1 am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from base'merits and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of thie Secretai^ 6f the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districfSj such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on thIe National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining thfe cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been apphed inetiGulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Colungibus an4 state of phio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}^ 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit>' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pifieline and Hazardous Materials Safety Admiinistration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as>part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put'bacMndoprs. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Printed Name \ 

Citv' of Residenee l^/) 

CC: The( l l r ihdn\^ lap 'SG&i% 



Public utilities Gommission of Ohio 
180 E.W^ad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: 1 J I S ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to. maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied :metiGulG>usly for 
over 58 years. Eveiy single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state pf Qhip. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulativ^e adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit>' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, Compiled by 
the JPipeline and. Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



•m^^ 

I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have alreadj^been^relocated as part of • 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature; 

Printed Name %rif\ 

Cit>' of Residence, /\)llx;w|/)k5 

CC: The Getihah Vfllagê  Society 



Public Utilities Gomrnission of Ohio 
iSoE. BroadtSteet. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: /W*) 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am v\Titing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and econoniic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied metiGulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the yery basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the av^ailable Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the f'ipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that hav̂ e already been relocated as part of M 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put backindoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
\'aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature -

Printed Name 

Cit̂ ' of Residence 

^dA-(/^L2. 

41 

CC: The Gaiiiah village Sbeiety 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: ^ H r ) 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over ^8 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCOj Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name ^ 1 . j 2 POu^/Jw^^ 

City of Residence C d n ^ i < 4 ^ ^ y ^ ( ^ ^tZfS 
T 

CC: The German Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215^3793 

Date: ' ^ ^ 1 ' ) 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am "vvTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulpusly for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the ver>^ basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary-
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY" 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the PipeUne and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety^ Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of . 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put backindooTs. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Narne 

Citv̂  of Residence tl/2^\/Ll 

CC: The German Village SoCietj' 



Public Utilities Gommission of Ohio 
i8o E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: / ^ / j 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit)" Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property' owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Colunibus and state of O.hjo. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver>' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safet>' data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the aA âilable Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO; Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
\-aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name ^ ^ y K J r /y))Kj^^L£ 

Cit}' of Residence LU (̂  /t.rrVfJhiC'TOf-^ 

CC: The German Village Society 

file:///-aluable


Public Utilities Gomrnission of Ohio 
iSoE.iBroaxiStreet. .- ' -
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: T ( ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am vNTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied nietiGulpuslyfor 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards; steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columtfus and statej^f Qhio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulativ^e adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as>part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature: 

Printed Naihe iv\\ U Y\, 

City of Residence. QJmi^ 

CC: The Gemah Village îSdeiety 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Btoad.>Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: 7 ' 7 - ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am WTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters remov^ed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property ovMier in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}^ 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety^ data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



1 appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Sii ignature- f h J ^ i i \ J i : r ^ l T € ' j f Y ^ ^ 

Printed Name 

Cits' of Residence 

CC: The Gerhia^ Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: "^^Z ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit}^ Commissioners, 

I am WTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owTier in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the cit>' of Columbus and.s,tate of Ohio.. 

The maintenance of these standards is the v̂ ery basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>' 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit>" of 
relocations thus far being in Aiolation of the ver>̂  same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safet>' data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



••'-:-:^:K 

I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of -
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature^ 

Printed Name 

t 

^^^ o-( ^ \ ^ l>^ IxJ 

City of Residence. 

f.- ' 

CC: The German Village Sbciet}' 



Public Utilities Comnlission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad-Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: / " / 7 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

1 am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state ofOhio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}' 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, 1 am aw âre that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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1 appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as^part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature, • ^ J J J L M -

Printed Name 

=:=? 

Cit>' of Residence v ^ i y 

CC: The German Village Society 



Public utilities Cortimission of Ohio 
i8oE,BrG)ad^Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: T | / S 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit}^ Commissioners, 

I am v^Titing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places': 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied nieticulQUsly for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the cit>' of Colunjbus and state f>f Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primarj' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has "ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put backindoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature, 

Printed Nahie 

.-̂  

Itrnt-W^fm^iri 

City of Residence. lisU m 
CC: The German Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: 7 / / ^ ^^^^ 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature - / 

Printed Name"̂  d firfp/\\cLnd 

City of Residence. Yi i l b ^ 

CC: The German Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
iSoE.Broad^Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: 1 I T v|^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretaiy of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in \iolation of the ver>' same standards EVERŶ  PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, 1 am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of ' 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature K J ^ ^ . ^ ^ A ^ 

Printed Name K^^^^. / i ; Q^j^jC 

Cit>' of Residence Q^^X^^-^^^Axi 

CC: The German Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: / W ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

J am WTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district_knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the cit>' of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary-
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit>' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017^ compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety, Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of .•• 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before an}' additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name ^ ^ . H^^i^ 

Citv̂  of Residence T^^kU 
^ 

CC: The German Village Sdciet>' 



Public utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: ^ ^ 1 ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am "WTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deerned 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied metieulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owTier in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbns and state pf Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the av^ailable Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



.v-.t. 

I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put backindoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before an}' additional harm is done to the 
\'aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name wr^rHa. 

Cit\' of Residence U-M5 ^ 

CC: The German Village Socieiy 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad ̂ Street, • 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: ^ I I'C 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am \^Titing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretaiy of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied metic^ilously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus.and state of phio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the veiy basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit)^ of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver>' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
thePipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that hav^e already been relocated as part of • 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Naihe 

Cit\' of Residence 

CC: The Gerihah Village^ Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
iSoE.BroadfStreet. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: " 7 " / ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integritj '̂ is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied rnetiGulOusly for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and s.tate of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primarj-
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they Gontvn-ue-to ratoeate4trterior txt^fers to 3^ ̂ jigr^of facade7the"r^^^ of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipehne and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO,,Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety-Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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1 appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is toda}-. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before an}' additional harm is done to the 
\-aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Naihe o O 

Cit}̂  of Residence 

CC: The German Village Society 

file:///-aluable
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Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180E. Bread^treet. . - • ^ 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: y ^ l ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit)^ Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basenients and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In Germanyillage, these standards have been applied meticuletuSlyfor 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property Values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the cit>' of Columbus and state qf phio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}^ 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit>' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, it has been confirmed by 
^ye different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety' Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of. ^ 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Nanie f̂  ^^ A ̂ y >! B - f r k e ^ "^y ̂ i^-

Cit>' of Residence - ''^ '• II r ̂  ^^ci 

CC: The German Village Soci% 



Public Utilities Gommission of Ohio 
I 8 G E . Broad'Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: " 7 ^ ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

1 am vsTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to rnaintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district.. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Ev̂ ery single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbiis and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary' 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials, Safety A.dministration. It has been confirmed by 
fiv^e4ifferent sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipehne 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. . 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that hav^e already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature. 

Printed Nkme 'Dnvio (^[IS^A/ 

Cit\' of Residence hkul m 

CC; The German Village Sociefy 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad^Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: ' ^ / ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit}^ Commissioners, 

1 am writing in reference to Case No. 17-129S-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied metiGulously for 
over 58 years. Ever>' single property owner in the district khows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary' 
facades poses a threat to the ver>' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}^ of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver>' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safet>' data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the av^ailable Federal incident data from 20ioto 2017, compiled by 
the PipeUne and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 
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I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
\'aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signatu 

Printed Name M V I I H A ^ ' ^ A > . b ) ( l \ i ' ^ 

Cit>' of Residence. '^tr^bus, OH 

CC: The German Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: / ^ / ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am vvTiting in reference to Case No. 17-71298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for'Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticuldusly for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar>' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit>^ of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, 1 am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, Compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 

file:///iolation


1 appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name 

Cit\- of Residence 

CC: The German Village Societ}' 



l ^c^ i : i ; f i ^ i J . ' i<J^^V^t iC• i • J ' - ^ ' ^ . ' - - ' JC^^ ' ' ^ 

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. BroadStreet. -
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: ^ ' ' 1 / 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the Nati'onal Register of Historic Places: 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standar^ds have been applied metiGnlo.uslyvfor 
over 58 years. Eyeiy single property o^̂ 'nê  in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and ̂ state p.f Dhio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar)' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit)' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver>' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer thro.ugh an 
independeht study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
fiYe different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



1 appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that hav ê already been relocated as part of -
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature: 

Printed Name Lincitt I x ^ ReA)^^ 

City ofResidence ' ^ ^ > ^ ' a g ) W \ 

CC: The German Village Societj' 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
i80E.Brc^aii^treet. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: * ^ l / ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretafy of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulelusly for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily, increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbajts.and.sfate of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the av^ailable Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five-different sourtes, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as p^rt of . 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before am- additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature V / 

Printed Name 

Citv of Residence v.^^0 

CC: The ( ^ ™ a h village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
I 8 G E . Broad Street. 
Colurnbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: '^.^/ '^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied irietiGulonsly for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbu$ and state of Ohio, 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}^ of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five (Afferent sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
v'aluable properties of German Village, 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name 

Citv of Residence 

CC: The German Village Societ}' 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad ̂ Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: /^Z "^2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am WTiting in reference to Case No. i7~i298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied,ineticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state fif Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primarj-
facades poses a threat to the ver}' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver}' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods.such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



1 appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name 

Cit\' of Residence 

CC: The Get-man Village Societ}' 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad ̂ Street. . . . 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: ^ " / j ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed froin. basements and placed pn 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretiary Of the "Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. , 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knovvs that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OV̂ TNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of -
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Nam 

Citv of Residence J) IUU^AJ^I d-P-

CC: The German Village Society 



Public Utilities ̂ Commission of Ohio 
186 E; Broad .igtreet. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: " 7 / / 5 ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am WTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deerned 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meti()ulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbns:and s;tat,e of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}' 
facades poses a threat to the ver}' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}^ of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver}' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of .< 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put backindoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature. 

Printed Name 

Citv of Residence J^\[A¥hUx< 

CC: The German Village Society 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
iSoE.Broad'Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: A / ^ 2 0 1 7 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am waiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of. 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus, We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrit}' is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticnlpusly for 
Over 58 years. Every single propert}' o\\Tier in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax rev^enue for the cit}- of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the ver}^ basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulativ^e adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}' 
facades poses a threat to the ver}' essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver}' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? 1 demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the av^ailable Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 

file:///iolation


I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of • 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before an}' additional harm is done to the 
\'aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' y ^ ^ / ^ ^ - V > 

Printed Name 

Cit}.- of Residence (^M J^ [ 4 M A ( / ( 

CC: The Gerinaii Village Society 
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Public Utilities Gommission of Ohio 
180 E.firbad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: "7"/"> ^^17 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit}^ Commissioners, 

1 am HTiting in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticuloualy for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state pf Ohio-

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code \iolation proceedings. 

Additionally, 1 am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the av^ailable Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 

file:///iolation


I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put backindoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
N'aluable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name HS^C*^ 

Cit>- of Residence ,^ TiK,' 

CC: The German Village Societ}' 
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Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: " 7 ' / ^ ^^^7 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

1 am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want naturalgas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district' It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
StandardsTor Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these staridards have been applied meticulopsly for 
over 58 years. Every single property' bvmer in the district knovvs that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing.property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Colurnbus and state of Qhio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}^ 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver>' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
:fiv:e different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
•Safety Trustj that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of ^ 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before an}' additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature_ 

Printed Name 

Cit̂ • of Residenee 

T;=^ 

I cJr&Y [OL̂  T^a^ io 
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1,,/ [.i.Xr <Ĵ  

CC: The Germah Village Society 



Public Utilities Gommission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: 7/1 ^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majority of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



4 
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I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature -; 

Printed Name felLn^i^/Ekh.Kh 

City of Residence, 

CC: The Gef man Village Society 



Public Utilities Gommission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad-Street. .. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: "7 / /C^ 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit}^ Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Histpric District, a nationally recognized historic districtin 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied meticulously for 
over 58 years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus_and state of Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of ; 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signatute: 

PrintedNaffie- h o h m ^ \ U - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Cit}' of Residence. v. 

CC: The Ger ihah \ t t ag^ Society 

_-..-. -, i • 



Public utilities Commission of Qhio 
i80E.-Bre>ad'§tfeet. ^ 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: 7 ^ / ) 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utilit}^ Commissioners, 

1 am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed qn 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary .of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Villag^, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Place's. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have; been applied nietigulQUsly for 
over 58 years. Every single propert}' owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus-and,5,tate.qf phio.. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primary 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the very same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the available Federal incident data from 20.lo.to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Adniinistration. It has been Confirmed by 
five different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 

http://20.lo.to


•^-- ^^.^^^^•^.XJ:^'-Jt^r^-^^f 

I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already-been-r^lacated aspart of : 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature 

Printed Name ' 

Cit}' of Residende Mt 

CC: TheG^feiafiN^lag^-Sdciet}^ 

- - . . • ) 



Public Ufilities Commission of Ohio 
180 E. Broad'Street. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793 

Date: V^l'y 2017 

Dear Ohio Public Utility Commissioners, 

I am writing in reference to Case No. 17-1298-GA-CSS as a concerned citizen and fan of 
the German Village Historic District, a nationally recognized historic district in 
Columbus. We do not want natural gas meters removed from basements and placed on 
exterior facades in the district. It is a violation of the Secretary of the Interiors 
Standards for Rehabilitation, standards established for the preservation and 
maintenance of properties and districts, such as German Village, listed or deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Maintaining historic integrity is central to maintaining the cultural and economic value 
of the district. In German Village, these standards have been applied metieulously for 
over s^ years. Every single property owner in the district knows that there is a direct 
benefit to adhering to these standards: steadily increasing property values. This also 
means steadily increasing tax revenue for the city of Columbus and state pf Ohio. 

The maintenance of these standards is the very basis of German Village attaining 
national recognition as an outstanding neighborhood and as a popular tourist 
destination. The cumulative adverse effect of 1500+/- meters appearing on primar}' 
facades poses a threat to the very essence of German Village. 

Columbia Gas, as a public service provider, is immune to design review requirements. 
To date, they continue to relocate interior meters to an exterior facade, the majorit}' of 
relocations thus far being in violation of the ver}' same standards EVERY PROPERTY 
OWNER MUST adhere to or face code violation proceedings. 

Additionally, I am aware that there is a gap in safety data answering one simple 
question: Are meters safer on the inside or the outside of homes in dense, urban 
neighborhoods such as German Village? I demand to know the answer through an 
independent study of the ax'ailable Federal incident data from 2010 to 2017, compiled by 
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration. It has been confirmed by 
five-different sources, including the PUCO, Columbia Gas of Ohio and the Pipeline 
Safety Trust, that no such study has ever been undertaken. 



I appreciate the work and attention that has made German Village what it is today. The 
meters should remain indoors, and those that have already been relocated as part of ' 
Columbia Gas of Ohio's AMRP program in German Village, should be put back indoors. 

Please put a stop to this relocation of meters before any additional harm is done to the 
valuable properties of German Village. 

Regards, 

Signature * '^^'^ r u-

Printed Name \ -^ ^^ ' ^ tb ' ^ ^ " ^ (P^ ^ 1 / ^ 

Cit̂ • of Residence : : Qs^t^O m < ^ 0 ^ 

CC: The Germah Village Society 


